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Abstract

The solid transportation problem (STP) arises when bounds are given on three item properties. These properties are usually: sources destination and type of product or mode of transport. In this paper, a possibilistic multi-objective multi-item solid transportation problem (Poss MOMISTP) is studied. The problem is considered by incorporating possibilistic data into the objective functions coefficients. The efficient solutions and the stability of Poss MOMISTP problem are investigated. The concept of -Possibly efficient is introduced in which the ordinary efficient solution is -tended based on the -level of possibilistic variables. A necessary and sufficient condition for such solution is established. A relationship between solutions of possibilistic levels is constructed. The stability set of the first kind corresponding to one solution of the -level of possibilistic variables is determined. An illustrative numerical example is given in the sake of the paper to clarify the obtained results.
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